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This revision of Gerald Corey's best-selling text introduces students to the major theories of
counseling (psychoanalytic, Adlerian, existential, person-centered, Gestalt, reality, behavior,
cognitive-behavior, family systems, feminist and, Not used to this edition, postmodern
approaches) and demonstrates how each theory could be applied to an individual case
("Stan"). Incorporating the thinking, feeling, and behaving sizes of human knowledge, Corey
provides an easy-to-understand text message that helps learners compare the therapeutic
models. Reviewed by 27 of the field's leading experts, Corey's Seventh Edition covers the
major ideas of counseling theories, shows students how to apply those theories used, and
helps them figure out how to integrate the theories into an individualized guidance style. This
book may be the middle of a suite of items that add a revised student manual, a revised
casebook, a companion text, and an all-brand-new CD-ROM.
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Easy to Follow I ordered this reserve for the Theories and Methods of Counseling training
course last semester. Good quality Love this publication! Every chapter is broken down in
relatively the same way, and I enjoyed how it broke down each major theory (such as for
example humanistic, behavioral, psychoanalytic, etc. It arrived fast in fact it is written in a way
that you can easily stay focused and involved in. I highly recommend this book. I'd definitely
recommend this text to anyone who needs a more structured, laid out format when it comes
to this kind of materials.The book didn't come with the CD, but I believe using one of the first
pages there is a website to go to that has the info to see the CD online. i will not maintain all
my books, but i will hold on to this one. Great cost for the same book in a different color Great
price - no issues with the book.E. Great publication for my class I actually am enjoying this
book. DISSAPOINTED AS DVD CASE OF STAN ISN'T INCLUDED I feel that the explanation
noted is misleading. I did find it distracting and irritating for the writer to constantly
recommend skipping around and reading afterwards chapter's before earlier types. Seems
they must have basically arranged it in a way that didnt require skipping around. The research
study of Stan provides been so beneficial to stick to along and see numerous techniques
used.There is information given about the DVD "The Case Of Stan" and I feel that the
purchaser of the book is lead to think that the DVD is included with the book. Personally i think
that the descripion SHOULD CLEARLY Condition DVD IS NOT INCORPORATED WITH BOOK,
however is available as yet another PURCHASE.I spent near $60. All I necessary for course
was in here. This is a waste of cash, because know I understand that the DVD is not included
and I possibly could have bought a used book for under half the purchase price. :(I am
suprised that Amazon has not corrected this. This is a problem because as other reviewers
have stated that in addition they thought that the Dvd movie was included as well. BE AWARE
THE DVD WILL NOT INCLUDE THE BOOK!!no issue.! Helpful for starting counselor or others in
“helping” profession. only fourteen days remain in the training course and i have a high "a"
average. We still have this particular textbook from my program because that one was by far
the most helpful. It's divided into several chapters that are concise, helpful and easy to read.
The examples are AMAZING, and in the rear of the reserve, it includes a great summary of
every theory, that I believe really helped me ace my tests. This book is great. It arrived fast and
it is written in . nevertheless, you can get a good part of the stan function plays on youtube.
However, as it is a far more surface level book this is to be expected. This book is fantastic.)
into sub-divisions and founders/co-founders. my professor stressed we had a need to buy
dvd. As embarrassing as it can be to admit that up until last semester, I kind of BS-ed knowing
theories and the people involved with those theories, this text really helped me remember
who did what, who founded what, who contributed to the and that. I did have to find follow up
details on the theories, but, it covers the fundamentals.. i'm learning for a master's in guidance
degree.!. Luckily my professor allow it slide when he recognized 99% of the course did not
obtain the CD. corey's periods with stan (a recap of what was on the dvd). What sort of author
organized this reserve is brilliant, all to be able of 11 different types of theories.. (btw, the new
one with dvd and blu-ray is about $195). i didn't want to pay that much, so went with that one.
My professor is normally amazing. in the book, by the end of the chapters, there is certainly a
good discussion of dr. if you simply MUST have the "case of stan" DVD, then i'm scared you'll
have to look for that package specifically, and buy it new. I. Helpful and well-organized
textbook. Exceptional book for the beginning counseling student I bought this publication for a
theories course I am taking for a grasp of science counseling program. I wasn't sure how I'd
find this book but am pleased that I purchased it. I found it to be a straightforward read but



one that thoroughly explains the different guidance theories also touching on multicultural
elements. book was good Great Publication for Understanding Psychotherapy Absolutely
amazing book on Psychotherapy. This is one book I would like to keep in my house library
collection to refer back every once in awhile. I recommend this book for any beginning
counseling college student. I was of program dreading the intense reading load that my
Professor had in store for all of us, but I was surprised at how concise and organized this text
is. Got it for my masters level course and it has been very informative. All the theories and
approaches are covered in depth. no stan dvd and blu-ray. Downfall, as is with most
contemporary counseling books is the lack of focus on guidelines for vulnerable clients..
Useful to get yourself a foundation of major counseling theories utilized contemporarily. to get
it for grad school but I really liked it. Had to get it for grad college but I really liked it. The
reserve explains the theories plenty of so that the reader knows them in practice and
software.00 to buy a new book so that I'd be assurred to receive the DVD with it. This is a
graduate level publication but we utilized it in undergrad. and it did the work just fine. Counsel
Comprehensive for counseling.!. Good Good . i have got no problem. The only difference
between this and my classmates books was mine was in black and white, the colour was
green rather than that pink-ish color and it had been paperback ---- oh - and like 80 bucks
cheaper! low income, co-morbid illnesses, and problems with traditional psychotherapy..
Wrong book It’s the incorrect book
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